
It doesn't matter if you're on a highway to hell or you're climbing the stairway to heaven. It doesn't 
matter if you beat the drums, pluck the strings, headbang, or go pogo. If your heart is forged out of 
metal and the music is running through your veins, the hands will always show the horns — even if 
you throw the dice! 

Each player will become a leader of a metal band. During the game players will educate their 
protégés, play gigs in clubs, give interviews and cause scandals. During the 6 rounds players will have 
to gain the most fame points to win. Game ends with the Thrash Metal Awards ceremony, where 
thebest artists and bands are awarded trophies.  

In the game players will gain fame points. Each time this occurs, they mark it by moving their score 
disc on the fame track. 

Your band. Your band consists of, let’s hope, extraordinary musicians. Each of them is a single, 
independent being. Your job as a leader of the band is to teach them coordination. You know, no 
band can thrive without this special something. 

During the game theband’s cooperation will get better. Each time this occurs, players mark it on their 
board. The same applies to hardware. 

Box contents: 

 Double-sided board, 
 5 band boards, 
 60 support cards, 
 25 scandal cards, 
 35 fan cards, 
 First player marker, 
 25 dice (5 of each of 5 colors), 
 2 neutral dice, 
 5 wooden scoring discs (in 5 colors), 
 10 wooden cubes (2 of each of 5 colors), 
 Wooden time counter, 
 100 skill counters (20 of each of 5 types), 
 100 fan counters (20 of each of 5 colors), 
 25 record counters (5 of each of 5 colors), 
 3 air-time counters, 
 6 Assassin counters, 
 6  cardboard figurine counters, 
 Rulebook. 

Support deck, fan deck, scandal deck, first player marker. 

Skill counters, Assasin counters, record counter, air-time counter, 

Band board 
This board show your band. It consists of four sections: 



 Hardware level track: It shows how advanced your band’s hardware is. Each time you raise 
your hardware level, you mark it by moving the wooden counter on the hardware level track 
to a position with higher value. 

 Coordination level track: It shows the level of your band’s coordination. Each band member 
gains skill and experience of their own, but when playing live, what count the most is the 
coordination of the band. Each time you raise your coordination level, you mark it by moving 
the wooden counter on the coordination level track to a position with higher value. 

 Popularity track: There are fan counters on the popularity track. Each time you get a fan, 
your popularity rises. You mark it by removing the counter closest to the beginning of the 
track and placing it face-up by your boards. If there is a bonus on this counter, then you get 
that bonus (see fan deck). 

 Skill counter space: Here you store your collected skill counters. 
Frontman: Further in this rulebook you may come across term “Frontman”. Frontman is a 
band member with the most skill counters. The frontman title may transfer among band 
member during the course of the game. If two band members have the same amount of skill 
counters, then you choose which of them is the frontman. 

Player board (band board) 

A – hardware level track 
B – coordination level track 
C – popularity track 
D – skill counter space 

Main board 

A – fame track 
B – locations 
C – actions and their cost 
D – dice limit 
E –single hit track 
F – album hit track 
G – time track 
H – end of the turn scoring 

Setup 

Before the first game punch out all components from the punchboards. 

1. Place the board so all players have easy access to it. 
2. Shuffle each deck: support, fan and scandal. Then, put them all by the board face-down. 
3. Place three top cards from the support deck by it face-up. They form a display.  
4. Place all skill counters and Assassin counters by the board in separate piles. 
5. Place air-time counter by the board, according to the number of players: 

a. 2 players: 1 counter 
b. 3 players: 2 counters 



c. 4-5 players: 3 counters 
Put all remaining air-time counters to the box. 

6. Put thetime counter on the first place of the time track. 
All thefollowing steps are to be made by all players, separately: 

7. Choose a color (red, blue, green, yellow or black) and take all components in that color: 
wooden scoring disc, 2 wooden cubes, 5 record counters, 20 fan counters and 5 dice. 

8. Put your scoring disc on a “0” field of the fame track. 
9. Choose a band board and place it in front of you. 
10. Place one counter on the beginning of the hardware level track and the other counter on the 

beginning of the coordination level track. 
11. Place your fan counters on you popularity track face-down. Put counters on the designated 

spaces without looking at their faces. 
12. Draw 3 support cards. Players always keep their scandal, fan and support cards secret from 

other players. 

Everything is ready to play. Player who shouts “Assassin!” the loudest is the first player. If you value 
your throats too much, then just let the youngest player start. The starting player gets first player 
marker. 

Flow of the game 

The game is divided into 6 rounds. Each round consists of 3 phases: 

1. Preparation phase 
2. Action phase 
3. End phase 

Phases always must be played in this order. No phase can be skipped. 

Phase 1: Preparation phase 

During this phase players roll all their dice and arrange them by their player board without changing 
the values. These dice will be used in the next phase. 

Phase 2: Action phase 

Starting from the first player and proceeding in a clockwise order, each player will perform anaction 
by placing their dice in the locations. Each player can perform an action or pass. Player who have 
passed no longer perform actions. This phase ends when all players have passed. 

Phase 3: End phase 

During this phase all players follow these steps: 

 Gain fame for recorded albums and single. 
 Take your dice from the main board and put them by your band board. 
 First player advances the time counter by 1 field. 
 First player passes the first player marker to the next player in a clockwise order. 
 Put support cards by your band board in a discarded support card pile. 



 Take scandals caused by you this turn to your hand. 
 Lose fame for the scandals on hand. 
 Clear and refill the support card display. 
 (Optional) Each player can discard fan cards to get a skill counter (see fan deck). 

In this way the round ends. If it’s the sixth turn, players go to the last stage of the game: Thrash 
Metal Awards Gala, at which players can gain additional fame points. After the gala ends, theplayer 
with the most fame points wins. 

More detailed information about this phase can be found intheend of the round section. 

Performing actions 

There are eight locations on the board. In each location you can perform one of the actions available 
there. Each action has a cost in a number of dice. To perform an action, you must place a certain 
number of dice in this location. Dice used for performing an action must: 

 Form a straight (1-2-3, 4-5 etc.) OR 
 Be of a kind (2-2, 5-5-5). 

If an action has a cost of 1 die, then its value does not matter.  
Dice used to perform an action remain at the location until the end of the round. 

There are dice spaces on each location. They differ in color and icon. According to the number of 
players, you can only place dice on the space with correct symbol and color (ex. in a 3-player game 
players can only place dice on the spaces with 2 and 3 icon). Dice from cards (fan, support or scandal) 
do not count towards this limit. 

You cannot place dice in a location that already holds your dice. 

Dice forming a straight 
Dice of a kind 

Support deck 

There is a character that can help you on each support card. This help consists of adding a dice of a 
certain value (A). You can play two support cards each turn. After playing a card, put it by you board 
face-up. If there are two support cards by your board, you cannot play another support card. 

You can use support cards in any location. When you place dice in the location, you play a card and 
perform an action as you would put one more die (A) in this location. You can play two support cards 
during one action. Dice from the cards must match the dice that you put in a location (form a straight 
or be of a kind). 

Each time you play a support card you get a skill counter matching the icon printed on a card (D). 
Additionally, if you played a card in one of bonus locations (B), then you can use the special ability of 
that card (C). 

You can have a maximum of 5 support cards in your hand. If you have more, then you must discard 
cards from your hand until you have 5. 



A – die value 
B – bonus location 
C – special ability 
D – skill icon 

IMPORTANT: You cannot pay for an action by using cards alone. You can only play support cards 
when you place dice (one or more) in the location. 

IMPORTANT: You can use thespecial ability of the card only after you finish performing an action. 

IMPORTANT: Each time you take a card from thesupport card display, you must immediately refill it 
with the top card of thesupport card deck. 

Example: Player places 2 dice with the values of 3 and 4 in Thrashing Mall location. As the player 
wants to perform an action with the cost of 3, they play Roadie with a 5 die. By doing this, theplayer 
is now considered to have placed 3 dice in the location with values 3, 4 and 5. Additionally, Thrashing 
Mall is a bonus location for a Roadie, so theplayer will raise they hardware level by 1 after finishing 
theiraction in this location. 

Fan deck 

During the game players will gain fans. You can have a maximum of 7 fan cards in your hand. If you 
have more, you have to discard cards from your hand until you have a maximum of 7. After gaining a 
fan you do two things: 

 Draw a card from the top of the fan deck. 
 Reveal the next fan counter (leftmost, with the lowest number) on your popularity track and 

put it by your board. If there was a bonus on this counter, then you get that bonus. 

You can use a fan card in three ways: 

1. At any point of the game you can discard one of your fan cards to reroll one of your dice. You 
can do it as many times as you want by discarding further fan cards. 

2. You can use fan cards to perform a more expansive action at the location. When you put dice 
in the location, you can discard cards according to following rules: 

a. You must discard that many fan cards as the cost of the action you are performing + 
1. Ex. if you placed 2 dice in the location, you must discard 3 fan cards to perform an 
action with the cost of 3 dice. 

b. There can be no duplicate skill icons among discarded fan cards. 
c. Fan cards can be used in combination with support cards and scandal cards (detailed 

information inthescandal deck section), but fan cards must always be used last. 
3. During theend phase you can discard 2 fan cards with the same icon to get a skill counter 

that matches that icon. You can do this as many times as you like, provided that you have a 
required amount of cards. 

Each time you discard a fan card, put it face-up on a discarded fan card pile. If there was an 
“Assassin” icon on the card, then put one Assassin counter on the “Assassin support” location. If 
there are no counters in the pool, then you do not put a counter on this location. 



Example: Player places 2 dice in a Broken Bone location, 4 and 4. Player wants to perform an action 
with the cost of 3, they discard 3 fan cards with symbols: drums, vocal and bass. Player performs an 
action with the cost of 3. 

Popularity track 

There is a popularity track on the player board. You will take off counters from this track each time 
you gain a fan. While taking a counter off, player gets a bonus from that counter if there was a bonus 
printed on that counter. Place this counter by your board face-up. The popularity of your band is 
equal to the highest revealed number on your popularity track. 

Scandal deck 

In the game you can cause a scandal, which will net you some short-term advantage. Whenever you 
cause a scandal, you take the top card of the scandal deck and put it face-down by your board. You 
can cause two scandals a turn. If there are two scandals by your board, then you cannot cause 
anymore scandals. You can have a maximum of 5 scandal cards in your hand and by your board 
combined. If you have 5 scandal cards, then you cannot cause scandals and cannot receive a scandal 
card from another player. Causing a scandal lets you use ONE of three effects: 

 When you perform an action you can cause a scandal to perform an action that costs 1 die 
more. 
IMPORTANT: If player uses multiple types of cards for this action, then causing scandal 
happens after support cards and before fan cards. 

 You can cause a scandal to be able to break the dice limit on a location. 
 During initiation of Hit-War, the initiating player can cause a scandal to immediately win the 

Hit-War. 

Example: Player places their last die on a Metal Skull location. They want to perform an action with 
the cost of 2. After placing dice player causes a scandal to perform more expansive action. Player 
draws a card from the top of the scandal deck and then proceeds to perform action with the cost 2. 

During end phase players lose points according to this equation: 
number of possessed scandal cards * popularity 

IMPORTANT: If during the game any deck runs out, shuffle the corresponding discard pile and form 
new deck from it. 

End of the round 

After all players pass, the round ends. When this happens, players follow these steps: 

 Players get points for recorded albums and single. Players get points for each album and 
single according to the position of that album or single on corresponding tracks. Additionally, 
player with the best single gets 2 points and player with the best album gets 3 points. 

 All players gather their dice from the main board and place them by their band boards. 
 First player advances the time counter on the time track by one field. Then, they pass the 

marker to the next player in a clockwise order. 



 Players put support cards by their board to the discarded support cards pile and scandal 
cards to their hands. 

 If a player has scandal cards in their hand, then they lose fame points equal to their 
popularity for each scandal card in hand. 

 Discard 3 support cards from display and refill the display with the cards from the top of 
thesupport deck. 

 Players can discard fan cards according to the rules in thesection fan deck to gain skill 
counters. 

After all players complete these steps they are ready for the next round. If the time counter was 
moved to the “6” field, then thelast round of the game begins, after which the Thrash Metal Awards 
ceremony will be held. 

Hit-War 

If a player has to put their record counter on a field that already holds a record counter, then the Hit-
War commences. The initiating player (player who has to put the counter on this field) can instantly 
win the Hit-War by causing a scandal (see scandal deck). If that player does not do it, then players 
clash. Each player in the Hit-War rolls one neutral die and adds the result to their popularity. Player 
with the higher end result wins. The winner stays at the same spot and theloser moves one position 
down. This can result in another Hit-War. In thecase of a tie, theplayer who initiated the Hit-War 
wins. If player’s counter is on the lowest point of the track and has to go down, then that player takes 
the counter back to their pool. 

If the Hit-War involves two records made by the same player, then this player chooses which counter 
goes down.  

During the Hit-War players can use fan cards to reroll the die. 

Ending one Hit-War can result in another one if the loser dropped to an occupied space. 

End of the Game 

After 6th round the game ends. All players do the following: 

 Reveal scandal cards: each player reveals scandal cards and loses fame equal to the number 
of skill counters they posses matching the icon on the cards, for each card separately.  

 Thrash Metal Awards ceremony is held. During this artists will receive awards in five 
categories: the best singer, drummer, lead guitarist, rhythm guitarist and bass player. In each 
category theplayer with the most skill counters of that category gets a figurine. In thecase of 
a tie theplayer with the most popularity wins. If this does not break a tie, theplayer with the 
best album wins. Each award is worth 10 fame points, which theplayer immediately marks on 
the fame track. Additionally, theplayer with the best album gets award for the Album of the 
Season, which is also worth 10 points. 

 Each player gets 1 point for each support card they have on hand. 

Player with the most fame points wins. In case of a tie player with the best album wins. 

 



Example: Player wants to perform action in the Thrashing Mall location with the cost of 4 dice. Player 
places a 2 die in that location. Then, player plays Teacher card with the 1 die. Then, player causes a 
scandal to perform an action with the higher cost. Player takes scandal card and puts it by their 
board. Finally, player discards 4 fan cards with different skill icons. This way player can performan 
action with a cost of 4 using only 1 die! 

Locations 

In each location (except Assassin support) player gets  bonus regardless of performed action. Player 
gets the bonus AFTER performing an action in the location. 

 
Thrashing Mall 
Everybody in the business knows this store. Everyone buys here, starting from the garage amateurs 
and ending on the legends of metal stages. It doesn’t matter how well you play or how famous you 
are. Here you will always professionally served. You will find everything here: picks, strings, mics, 
instruments, amplifiers and even stage lightning. 
Bonus: you gain a fan. 
2: Raise your hardware level by 1. 
3: Raise your hardware level by 2. 
4: Raise your hardware level by 3. 

Skull Records 
Recipe for golden record? Gather your mates, hardware, food and drink for inspiration, lock yourself 
in a Skull Records studio for a week and voila! You come out with the record which will conquer world 
charts. At least that’s what the wrote on the website…  Anyway, you won’t know if you don’t try! And 
if you fail for the first time, just try again! 
Bonus: raise your hardware level by 1. 
2: Record a single: If there is your own record counter on the single hit track, then take it off and 
place in your pool. Place your record counter on a single hit track, in a position with value equal to 
the value of: your hardware level + your popularity. This counter will be now referred to as “single”. 
3: Record an album: Place your record counter on a album hit track, in a position with value equal to 
the value of: value of your single + your hardware level + number of different skill counters you 
possess + value of the neutral die roll. This counter will be now referred to as “album”. 
Example of recording a single: Player places two dice in a Skull Records location. Their hardware 
level is 3, and their popularity is 2. Player places the record counter on a space with value “5” (2+3=5) 
of the single hit track. 
Example of recording an album: Player places three dice in a Skull Records location. Player has a 
single with the value of “4” and their hardware level is 3. Additionally, player has 4 vocal skill 
counters and 2 bass player skill counters. This means 2 types of skill counters. Player rolls a neutral 

Metal Skull 
There are clubs that you don’t go to for the music, but for friends. Metal Skull is one of them. Rookies 
playing there have their amps turned down, so you can talk, drink and discuss terms of cooperation 
after a night of dreaming of fame with the dude you just met. 
Bonus: draw a card from the top of support card deck. 
1: Draw a card from the top of the support deck. 



2: Draw 2 cards from the top of the support deck. 
2: Draw a card from the support card display or from the top of the support card deck. Discard a 
scandal card from your hand. 
3: Draw two cards from the support card display or from the top of the support deck in any 
combination. Discard a scandal card from your hand. 

Music Academy 
At first musicians were skeptical about the Academy. Under unexplained circumstances, regardless of 
undergone training, they started to play… better. “Plague” was spreading at alarming rate. Soon, 
popularity of the Academy among metalheads became an open secret. There is no other way to 
perfection but training. 
Bonus: you gain a fan. 
1: Take any skill counter from the pool. 
2: Raise your coordination level by 1. 
3: Raise your coordination level by 2 and take any skill counter from the pool. 

Broken Bone 
You have a band? Nice. You can play something? Even better. Prove yourself! Broken Bone is the 
oldest club in town in which young bands with a fresh sound are given a chance. If you are looking for 
fans and fame, you will find them here. Looking for something intense? Well, the club has earned its 
name… 
Bonus: you gain a fan. 
1: You gain fame equal to your coordination and hardware levels. 
2: Gain fame equal to your coordination and hardware levels. Raise the position of your single by 1. 
3: Gain fame equal to the sum of you coordination and hardware levels multiplied by two 
((coordination + hardware) x2). Raise the position of your chosen album by 1. 

Viper TV 
The most metal TV channel! If you have some good music videos, then be sure to stop by. Professional 
reporters will be glad to interview bands and artists. Viper TV has a lots of fans. Maybe they will be 
also your fans? 
Bonus: Discard scandal card from your hand or pass scandal from your hand to another player. 
1: You gain fame equal to the skill counters of your frontman and your popularity. 
2: You gain fame equal to the value of your single and your popularity. Raise the position of your 
single by 1. 
3: You gain fame equal to the value of your chosen album and your popularity. Raise the position of 
your album by 1. 

Radio 
The most influential radio station in the area. If you want to reach  broader audience, then this is the 
perfect place to do this. Just make a call to the boss. Remember, the air-time is not made from 
rubber! Spots here are really limited 
Whenever you perform an action in this location put an air-time counter on it. If there are no air-time 
counters left in the pool, then you cannot perform action at this location. 
Bonus: You raise position of your chosen album by one or raise position of your single by 2. 
1: You gain a fan. Discard a scandal card from your hand. 



2: You gain fame equal to your popularity, your coordination level and the value of neutral die roll. 
3: You gain fame equal to the two times number of fan cards on your hand. Draw the top card of the 
support deck or take a card from the support card display. 
Example: In two-player game there is one air-time counter available. First player placed 2 dice in the 
Radio. This player also put the air-time counter on this location. Second player cannot go to Radio, 
because there are no air-time counters left. 

 

CHARACTERS 

Bouncer: Ink was a bouncer since his mother took him to the sandbox. He used to stand by it and let 
only kids with buckets, rakes and scoops in. When he grew up, he exchanged the sandbox to metal 
club and digging accessories to heavy boots, spiked bands and others stuff. Apart from that, 
everything else is much the same. 
Special ability: Draw a card from the top of the character deck. 
Bonus locations: Metal Skull, Broken Bone. 

Radio-man: George is a cheerful and open-minded fellow. He is willing to give anyone a chance. You 
just need to have a story for him to put on air. He also has a great influence on the charts. He’s the 
guy who decides what to play in the best airtime and what to throw to the garbage can. 
Special ability: Raise position of your single by 1. Gain 2 fame. 
Bonus locations: Radio, Broken Bone. 

Paparazzi: You see those restless, inquisitive eyes? Yeah, this is Ginger. No detail passes his eyes. He 
will notice the slightest gesture or change of face. And what is more important, he know how to be in 
the right place in the right time. Revealing people’s secrets is his bread and butter. Besides, Ginger 
possesses one special talent that you will surely put to good use. 
Special ability: Pass one of the scandals in your hand to another player. 
Bonus locations: Viper TV, Radio. 

Roadie: Hendrik. If you think MacGyver is the biggest handy man on earth, then you are mistaken. 
Hendrik is handysuperman. He assembled his first amp out of his granny’s old dryer and chewing 
gum at the age of five. MacGyver is not worthy of holding Hendrik’s screwdriver. You can count on 
him when your hardware breaks during the tour. Not on will he fix it, but also tune it to the full 
potential. 
Special ability: Raise your hardware level by 1. 
Bonus locations: Thrashing Mall, Assassin support. 

Session Musician: Rick is probably the most popular musician in the world who doesn’t have any 
fans. In the music world everybody knows him – a one-man band capable of playing anything ever 
written for guitar – and some more. Unfortunately, he is shy to the point of sickness – that’s why he 
never had the courage to perform live. 
Special ability: Raise your coordination level by 1 
Bonus locations: Skull Records, Assassin Support. 

Headhunter: Lucas like expansive booze, cigars and cars. And he can afford them. Nobody can look 
for, or more like listen for rising stars like he do. People in business trust his intuition and experience. 



And that’s the secret of his fortune. Remember, he will squeeze you out like a lemon, and what 
remains may become a metal legend. 

Megafan: Lilith. This chick is a stuff of legends. They say that she was born during a concert. They say 
that just after birth her fists were already forming horns. Is it true? Doesn’t matter. What matters, is 
that at every concert she attends the mosh pits form naturally. Nobody knows why, but everybody 
talks about each event She visits. 
Special ability: Gain 5 fame 
Bonus locations: Assassin support, Broken Bone. 

Teacher.  The life of Gertrude, the music teacher, changed the moment when she wandered into the 
metal club. When she heard working of drums and guitars, she thought that she missed her calling. 
Her new friends quickly made her realize how wrong she was. They were looking for a long time for 
someone to help them sound better. And she was perfect for it. 
Special ability: Take any skill counter from the pool 
Bonus locations: Music Academy, Thrashing Mall. 

Manager: There is no one, perfect type of manager. That’s why Barbara tries to be as flexible as 
possible to satisfy the needs of her protégées. If she can’t get something herself, she knows 
someone, who knows someone… The only thing she wants is a row of platinum records to hang on 
the wall! 
Special ability: Change the result on any one of your remaining dice 
Bonus locations: Thrashing Mall, Radio. 

EXAMPLE: Player rolled 1, 1, 2, 3 and 4 on their dice. Player has a Manager with a die value “3” on 
their hand. Player places 1 and 2 dice in Thrasing Mall location and plays a Manager card. Player has 
1, 3 and 4 dice remaining. Player would want to perform action with the cost of 3 this round, so 
player changes the value of dice with result “1” to “2”. 

 

Bodyguard: Life of music star ain’t easy. Crowds of fans, journalists and other cattle waiting for you 
to go out of your apartment to get some rolls for breakfast. That’s why you need Igor, the most 
sought after bodyguard in the biz. Everyone knows how to beat overzealous fan, but Igor will make 
them happy to go somewhere else – possibly without body trauma. 
Special ability: Draw two fan cards and put one fan card from your hand on the top of the fan deck. 
Take off and reveal the next fan counter. 
Bonus locations: Metal Skull, Viper TV. 

TV Reporter: Always on the run, always on the lookout for new material. Cecille will get everywhere 
and to everyone, just to put the best recordings, interviews and reports on the air. Being 
acquaintance with her will be profitable – there is no better way to reach broad audience than TV. 
Special ability: Gain a fan. Take off and reveal the next fan counter. 
Bonus locations: Viper TV, Skull Records. 

 

 



 

 

 


